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VanMoof presents e-bike capable of 50 km/h

General Motors & VAC to
build magnet plant in the
USA

SVOLT to increase battery
production capacity t0 600
GWh by 2025

The Dutch e-bike manufacturer VanMoof has presented a new
model, the VanMoof V, which is
said to be able to reach speeds
of up to 50 km/h when equipped
with two electric motors. The “hyper bike” can already be reserved,
with a purchase price of 3,498 euros. Deliveries are expected to start
at the end of 2022.

General Motors is cooperating with
the German company Vacuumschmelze (VAC), which specialises in magnetic materials, to build
a factory in the USA. Permanent
magnets for the electric motors of
the Ultium platform are to be built
there. GM has entered into a second partnership in this field with
the US company MP Materials.

The battery cell manufacturer
SVOLT, which emerged from the
Chinese carmaker Great Wall, wants
to significantly increase its production capacities planned for 2025
– from the previously announced
320 GWh to 600 GWh per year by
this deadline.
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Rivian reveals location of second US
plant
Rivian has decided to build its planned second US plant to the east of Atlanta, in the
state of Georgia. Once completed, the plant
should be able to produce up to 400,000
electric vehicles per year. Construction is
scheduled to begin in the summer of 2022
and production is to start in 2024.

Audi raises e-mobility
investments to €18 billion
According to the current planning round, Audi
wants to invest 18 billion euros in electrification
alone from 2022 to 2026. In the last planning
round a year ago, Audi had put the investment
in electrification for the years 2021 to 2025 at 15
billion euros.
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Killam Apartment REIT, one
of Canada’s largest multi-residential landlords.

